Egg Shaker Song

NOTE: Substitute other colors if that’s what your children are holding.

E
A-Shake shake shake, a-shake shake shake, a-shake shake shake shake - STOP!
A-Shake shake shake, a-shake shake shake, a-shake shake shake shake - STOP!

E
If you have a pink egg, shake your egg, shake your egg
If you have a pink egg shake your egg
    A7
If you have a purple egg shake your egg, if you have a purple egg shake your egg
    B7
If you have a blue egg, shake your egg, shake your egg,
    E
If you have a blue egg, shake your egg.

(repeat again with different colors if more children have additional colored eggs)

E
Everybody shake your egg.

Shake, shake, shake your egg
A7
Everybody shake your egg.
E
Shake, shake, shake your egg
B7
Shake, shake, shake, and shake, shake, shake a-shake
E
Shake your egg, shake your egg